Radiosurgery for arteriovenous malformations of the brain using a standard linear accelerator: rationale and technique.
We have recently initiated a program for irradiating small, unresectable arteriovenous malformations (AVM's) in the brain. The treatments are delivered using a modified and carefully calibrated 6 MV linac. We are using high, single doses (15 to 25 Gy) with a goal of sclerosing the vessels and preventing hemorrhages. This technique, radiosurgery, is somewhat controversial in the radiotherapy community. Since the treatment is given in a single sitting, rather than in the more conventional pattern of multiple small daily fractions, there is some concern about late radiation damage to the normal brain tissue. However an extensive review of the literature leads us to the conclusion that if a technique is used that keeps the volume irradiated to high dose small, radiosurgery is a safe and efficacious treatment for small (less than 2.5 cm) AVM's. To decrease the risk of necrosis of normal brain tissue, it is important to confine the high dose region as tightly as possible to the target volume. Precise target localization and patient immobilization is achieved using a stereotactic head frame which is used during angiography, CT scanning, and during the radiation treatment. This minimizes the margin of safety that must be added to the target volume for errors in localization and set-up. The treatment is delivered using multiple noncoplanar arcs, with small, sharp edged X ray beams, and with the center of the AVM at isocenter. This produces a rapid dropoff of dose beyond the target volume. Early results in our first few patients are encouraging.